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The Diplomatic Women’s Committee
started its Cultural Exchange
Season 2020-2021 by welcoming

new women ambassadors, spouses of
ambassadors and women diplomats at
Sadu House in the presence of the hon-
orary chairperson of DWC Sheikha
Halah Bader Muhammad Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah and a group of ambas-
sadors. Among the attendees were the
representative of the committee, the
ambassadors of Sierra Leone, US, UK,
France, Tanzania and Kenya, and
spouses of ambassadors accredited to
Kuwait.

The program began with a welcome
from Sheikha Halah, who reviewed the
history of the Sharq region and the
ancient artwork of Sadu House. She
introduced a few Kuwaiti traditions and
described the origin of Arabian coffee
and the unmissable aspect of Kuwaiti
lifestyle. She also extended her thanks
and gratitude to the Chairperson of Sadu
House Council Sheikha Altaf Al-Sabah
for providing DWC this opportunity for

the meetup and for introducing Kuwaiti
culture to the international community,
with Kuwait returning to normal life after
the pandemic. Sheikha Halah also
thanked newspapers and TV channels
for the coverage of this event.

The representative of the committee,
ambassador of Sierra Leone, president
of DWC, and the spouse of the ambas-

sador of Togo welcomed the guests and
praised the distinguished cultural events
and activities of DWC throughout its cul-
tural season, providing a platform for
community meetup for diplomats accred-
ited to Kuwait and serving as a bridge to
rejuvenate social and cultural relations
between Kuwait and the international
community.

The vice president of Sadu House
summarized the international heritage
value of the house and briefed atten-
dees about the activities of Sadu House
throughout the year, as members were
honored by Sheikha Halah and sou-
venirs were distributed. In the closing
remarks, the advisor of the committee
Narjis Al-Shatti thanked the guests for

attending the opening event of DWC’s
cultural exchange season. It was a won-
derful social and cultural evening that
everyone enjoyed with the essence of
Arabian coffee and the fragrance of
bakhour.

Disney delays
Marvel, Indiana
Jones films

Disney pushed back multiple Marvel
superhero films and delayed an
Indiana Jones sequel by almost a

year in the latest reshuffle of its release
calendar Monday. Movies such as “Black
Panther: Wakanda Forever,” “Thor: Love
and Thunder” and “Doctor Strange in the
Multiverse of Madness” all take place with-
in the same interconnected Marvel cine-
matic universe. That means a delay to one
title often causes a domino effect across
the wildly popular, multibillion-dollar-gross-
ing series.

Many of the films were previously post-
poned by film set shutdowns early in the

pandemic, with insiders telling Variety the
latest changes were also due to produc-
tion delays. The eagerly awaited new
“Black Panther” film will now arrive in
November 2022. Producers have said that
the late Chadwick Boseman’s lead role will
not be recast for the sequel. Additional
Marvel superhero films including “The
Marvels” and “Ant-Man and the Wasp:
Quantumania” were also delayed by a few
months, going into 2023.

Meanwhile, the fifth installment of the
“Indiana Jones” action franchise was
shunted from July 2022 to June 2023.
Returning star Harrison Ford will be 81
years old when the title hits theaters, if the
new release date holds. Ford first took on
the role of archaeologist Indiana Jones in
1981’s “Raiders of the Lost Ark”-just a few
years after achieving global fame as Han
Solo in the original “Star Wars” film.
Production on the latest film was delayed
this summer when Ford suffered a shoul-
der injury on set. — AFP

Eating less often does more to
improve the health and lifespan of
rodents than simply eating less, a

study said Monday. Researchers looking
at mice on different diets found those who
were fed fewer calories in a single daily
feeding lived longer than mice eating the
same number of calories distributed
throughout the day. The study, published
in Nature Metabolism, showed mice who
ate only once a day also demonstrated
improved metabolism. Study author
Dudley Lamming of the University of
Wisconsin told AFP that scientists have
known for about a century that restricting
calories extends the lifespan of rodents.

But previous studies on mice and calo-
rie restriction had included unintentional
fasting with mice typically fed just once a
day. Lamming’s team decided to find out
whether the timing between feedings
might play a role-and discovered it was not
the quantity of food alone that mattered.
“Instead, calorie restricted diets ensure
that mice are fasted for much of the day -
and that imposed fasting-period (when we
eat) is critical for the benefits of calorie
restriction to life and health.” Lamming’s
team put mice on different diets, with a
control group getting unlimited access to
regular food. Two other groups had calo-
ries restricted by 30 percent, one with
access to low-calorie food all day and the

other receiving a 30 percent smaller
amount of regular food in a single feeding
with a 21-hour fast.

The study shows that mice on a calo-
rie restricted diet with 21 hours between
meals lived about half a year longer than
mice who ate as much as they wanted at
any time of day. Mice with constant
access to a low-calorie diet, on the other
hand, lived lightly shorter lives than the
control group, even though they con-
sumed fewer calories. “The imposed fast-
ing period is essential for the benefits of a
calorie restricted diet,” Lamming said. A
final group of mice was trained to eat a
similar amount of food as the control but
in a three-hour period followed by a long
daily fast.

Humans? Not so fast 
Though their longevity was not meas-

ured, the mice in the last group-which fast-
ed without reducing calorie intake-showed
just as many health benefits as the group
that ate fewer calories and fasted. “(Both
groups) are better able to regulate their
blood sugar and to better adapt their
metabolism to different demands during

the course of the day,” Lamming said.
Mice on a low-calorie diet who ate
throughout the day meanwhile did not
show benefits such as better blood sugar
control, improved strength in old age and
longer life.

Diets that include intermittent fasting
are popular among celebrities from
Hugh Jackman to Kourtney Kardashian.
But Lamming points out that while short-
term studies on humans seem to con-
firm that restricting food intake to a four-
to eight-hour window in the day “seems
to have some benefits”, the long-term
consequences remain unknown. “We
still don’t know the best time of day to
fast, if different people might respond to
fasting or time-restricted feeding differ-
ently,” he added.

Reacting to the findings, Stephen
O’Rahilly, Director of the MRC Metabolic
Diseases Unit at the University of
Cambridge, said they would be hard to
apply to humans given the huge differ-
ences in the speeds at which the two
species process foods.

“A comparable human experiment
would need to have humans eat all the
calories they need for a week in a single
day and then starve for the next 6 days,”
he said. “As mice live about 2 years and
we now live to around 80, we might have
to do the study for more than 50 years to
test whether such a massive change to
our eating habits actually benefited human
longevity,” he added. Lamming noted one
possible takeaway for our species: people
already cutting their daily calorie count by
20 or 30 percent may want to consider lim-
iting the time frame for eating those meals.
“If our findings apply to people, they may
be losing some of the benefits of calorie
restriction by spreading out their meals
throughout the day,” he said. —AFP

US director M Night Shyamalan will
head up the jury at the 72nd Berlin
film festival in February, set to be held

as an in-person event after this year’s
hybrid edition due to the pandemic. The
Indian-born American filmmaker shot to
fame in 1999 with the psychological thriller
“The Sixth Sense” starring Bruce Willis
which garnered six Oscar nominations. The
51-year-old has since made supernatural-
tinged, suspense-driven features such as
“The Visit” and last year’s “Old” as well as
the television series “Wayward Pines”.

The festival’s artistic director Carlo
Chatrian said in a statement that he was
“pleased and honoured” Shyamalan had
accepted the invitation to serve as jury pres-
ident. “Within the US movie business

Shyamalan is a unique figure, a filmmaker
that has remained faithful to his vision,” he
said. “This truthfulness to one’s ideal is also
what we are looking for in our selection.”
Shyamalan said he was looking forward to
judging the international line-up at the
Berlinale, the first major European cinema
showcase of the year which ranks along
with Cannes and Venice among the conti-
nent’s top film festivals. “Being able to sup-
port and celebrate the world’s very best tal-
ent in storytelling is a gift I happily accept-
ed,” he said. The Berlinale, as the event is
known, will be held February 10-20. —AFP

Meghan Markle’s estranged father
yesterday pleaded with his daugh-
ter to let him see his grandchildren.

Thomas Markle told ITV’s Good Morning
Britain program that “we’re at a point
where I think both of us, we should grow
up, talk, make up for the sake of the chil-
dren.” “This is ridiculous, almost four
years, it’s crazy,” he said. He is yet to meet
grandson Archie, born in 2019, or grand-
daughter Lilibet, who was born in June.
“My message for the kids is that they have
two loving families,” he said.

“Their great grandmother is the Queen
of England, and I think it’s important for
them to know that they have two families
and eventually they’re going to grow up
and they’re going to want to know more
about them.” The 77-year-old Emmy-win-
ning former lighting director was inter-
viewed from his home in Mexico. He

claimed that Meghan, who became the
Duchess of Sussex on marrying Prince
Harry, had wanted him to stop talking to
her step-sister and step-brother, “and I
couldn’t”. “She’s never been that way
before. And once she hooked up with
Harry, she changed,” he added.

Thomas separated from Meghan’s
mother Doria Ragland when the duchess
was young. Ragland was at her wedding
at Windsor Castle and has had tea with

Queen Elizabeth II. Thomas Markle
declined to attend the wedding after he
took part in staged paparazzi photos. He
also cited forthcoming heart surgery.
Meghan dropped contact with him soon
after the wedding. Harry and Meghan
stunned the royal family last year when
they announced they were stepping back
from frontline royal duties.—AFP

In this file photo filmmaker M Night
Shyamalan attends the premiere of Universal
Pictures’ “Glass” at SVA Theatre in New York
City. — AFP 

In this file photo Britain’s Prince Harry and Meghan Markle speak during the 2021 Global
Citizen Live festival at the Great Lawn, Central Park in New York City. — AFP


